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The authors of this paper reveal a model for healing which has existed on Earth
for millennia. The essence is to combine the human intellect with Soul Power.
Mind over matter is powerful, but it is not enough. Humanity cannot resolve its
current deadlocks by using only the intellect. In fact, it is the human intellect that is
largely responsible for bringing us to the brink of total annihilation.
To overcome humanity’s locked-in problems, a higher level of consciousness must be
introduced.
Dr. Hudoba and Dr. Sha discuss the power of soul as a guiding principle in
resolving our current dilemmas. They propose a non-denominational and non-religious
alternative to other approaches, namely the use of the power of divine love and divine
light. This power is one that has been recognized by almost all cultures and all religions.
Soul over matter is the ultimate power and solution. The soul has the power to
heal, the power to remove blockages, the power to transform life and the power to uplift
the consciousness of humanity. The power of soul can be used in conjunction with our
intellectual capacities, while greatly enhancing them by empowering humanity with new
wisdom and knowledge, and a direct connection to divine consciousness.
Soul Power can be learned by anyone. The authors offer practical techniques
utilizing Soul Power that are simple, powerful and effective. Positive results can be
achieved quickly.
The authors support their presentation with examples of their clinical research
using Soul Power in the treatment of human illnesses. They will offer an interactive
workshop during this conference to demonstrate Soul Power techniques.
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